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Chapter 891: Cannot retreat, cannot tolerate any further! (3) 

 

Huang Yueli’s gaze turned cold, “I’m Bai Ruoli, Celestial Light Academy first year student. The Honorary 

Association had sent me an invite a few days ago so you can check the guest list to verify.” 

However, the guards had long determined that she was a woman with ill intentions and without any 

intention to check the guest list, they jeered at her laughing loudly. 

“Do you think we’re silly? To tell you the truth, there are ten over of those ladies who tried to smuggled 

in saying they have an invitation card! This pack of lies are no longer fresh anymore!” 

“I say, this lady, you’re not bad looking and moreover you’re a student of Celestial Light Academy, so 

why can’t you cultivate properly? Must you join in the rat race and play up to people of power and 

influence? You don’t look like any of the ladies of those large families in Sky Cloud City so even if you 

enter the banquet premise, no one would bother to take a look at you. Just leave now!” 

“That’s right! Don’t block the way! There are many other guests who are waiting to enter!” 

Huang Yueli looked at them coldly, “What if I insist on entering?” 

“Ha ha ha ha….” The guards all roared with laughter. 

The one leading the team unrestrainedly ridiculed her, “What kind of place do you think the Yuan 

residence is? You think you can enter just because you want to? Just ordinary guards like us are already 

fourth stage realm practitioners, whereas you’re just third stage realm? Do you think you’re Young 

Master Yuan, able to defeat fourth stage realm…” 

But before he could complete his sentence, he felt a pain on his chest! 

Following that, his body uncontrollably flew outwards! 

Before he could even react to what had happened, he heard the surrounding shouting out in shock, 

“Captain! You…..” 

A loud “clatter” boomed and the captain of the guards had crashed onto Yuan residence’s main door. 

The signboard hanging above the main door violently shook for a moment. 

The captain held on to his chest, unbelievably looking at the young lady in front of him. 

Until now… he couldn’t understand how on earth was he sent flying away! 

He was a genuine fourth stage realm fifth level practitioner and moreover his backing was the influential 

Yuan residence so the cultivation method and Profound Skills which he cultivated with are not ordinary 

skills. His actual ability had already exceeded normal same levelled practitioners! 

The young lady in front of him looked soft and delicate, and her age was still so young…. but could sent 

him flying?? 



Before the captain’s shock had ended, following that the signboard on the Yuan residence’s main door 

shook once again and in the end, it slanted at a crooked angle. 

Those surrounding people all drew a cold breath when they saw this scenario! 

“Heavens….. there’s actually someone so daring, to actually beat up Yuan residence’s guards at the main 

door? Had she eaten leopard’s guts or bear’s heart?” 

“Not only did she beat them up, she even made the signboard at Yuan residence’s main door crooked! 

This is a pure slap on the face! Who is this little lass? Her guts are really too much!” 

“Not only does she have great guts, her potential is really not ordinary as well! What backing does she 

have?” 

The surrounding crowd were astounded whereas the guards were even more terrified! 

The Yuan residence had employed them to guard the place and in the end, even the signboard had 

turned crooked. If this matter was pursued, they would get into big trouble! 

The only way now was to take down this little lass who dared to create trouble for them! Only this could 

redeem their sins! 

However, although they all thought this way, the few guards did not dare to do it. 

Looking at this slender young lady, with one move, she had easily defeated the most abled captain in 

their team! 

Seeing this, no matter how silly they were before, they came to understand that the young lady in front 

of them was an unfathomable expert! 
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Earlier they had eyes but couldn’t see and had thought her to be some gold digger it was no wonder that 

she taught them a heavy lesson! 

The few of them were crying out in silence while wondering what was the background of this young 

lady? What kind of large family would nurture such a genius! The worst of all was that she had dressed 

so casually and even came attending the banquet on foot so wasn’t she intending to fool them on 

purpose? 

This round, how should they react? 

The Captain clutched his chest while lying on the ground as he looked at his subordinates who were too 

cowardly to advance as a fit of anger arose as he furiously retorted, “Why are you still standing there 

for? Quickly take her down! Our Yuan residence’s signboard had been smashed crooked so we cannot 

let matters rest like that!” 

The few of them received his order and forced themselves to move forward. 

Huang Yueli sniggered chillingly, “What? You still dare to obstruct my way?” 



“We….” 

To tell the truth, just recalling how this young lady had sent their Captain flying in just one move, and 

that glaring and attention catching fire attributed Profound Energy, it made them all shudder. 

Captain saw their hesitation and grew angrier, “Why are you all in a daze? All of you go together! She’s 

alone while all of your cultivations are much higher than hers. If you strike together, don’t tell me you’re 

afraid you cannot handle her at all??” 

The few of them then realised and after exchanging glances, they struck out all at the same time 

towards Huang Yueli. 

All the guards from large families like Yuan residence had been through special training and there was a 

tacit understanding among them so when the few of them struck together, their potential exceeded 

much higher than a single person’s potential! 

The few guards lined up into a formation and exhibited their Profound Skills together as an intense 

energy instantly exploded in the sky! 

“Quick! Hide, danger!” 

“They’re really worthy of being Yuan family’s guards, how is that third stage realm lass going to go 

against such a strong combi attack!” 

“That’s it, I can’t bear to look!” 

The bystanders cried out waves of terror, even those who were standing far away were stunned by this 

kind of bravura and those whose cultivation were slightly worse off started to back off. 

Huang Yueli however remained indifferent as the corners of her lips curled upwards. 

Strong Profound Energy whirled in front of her and just one move and the guards felt giddy for a second 

and had lost sight of her whereabouts. 

But following that was a huge wave of energy coming from their backs and all of them stumbled and 

fell! 

It was because Huang Yueli had used her footwork and easily evaded their attacks while she detoured to 

their backs. 

The guards felt that their combined attacks would definitely hit her and had never considered the fact 

that she had moved to their backs so they did not put up any defence at all. 

Huang Yueli did not stand on ceremony as she sent out flying kicks onto their butts. 

“Bam! bam! bam! bam! bam! bam!” 

After six resounding bams were heard, the six guards without any exception laid flat on their noses 

neatly in one line. Moreover on each of their butts was clearly a shoe print. 

At that instant, it became extremely silent at the main door of the Yuan residence as everyone looked at 

Huang Yueli in awe, not believing their own eyes! 



How was that possible? How on earth did they do it? Each of those six guards were all in fourth stage 

realm cultivation and moreover their combined attack was much stronger than before! But yet they 

were beaten until they were covered in blue-black and unable to stand on their feet?? 

In the entire Sky Cloud City, there were not many geniuses to be able to reach such a stage! 

Huang Yueli raised her chin as she spoke with an indifferent smile, “Yuan Residence is really the number 

one family clan. The way they welcome their guests are really too authentic. To think that they’re so 

courteous until they kneel onto the ground to welcome guests, I’m really impressed…” 
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The few guards were both furious and embarrassed. 

As the saying went, those officials at the prime minister’s door were all seventh grade ministers. As Yuan 

residence guards, even those reputable people in Sky Cloud City were not willing to offend them and 

mostly treated them with respect. Some of the practitioners whose cultivation levels were much higher 

than theirs even fought to get into their good books. 

Since when had they ever been embarrassed before? 

And to think that they were kicked in their butts! 

Moreover, there were so many people crowding around the Yuan residence’s main door, taunting 

them….. 

Although their injuries were not considered as serious, but they all vomited out a mouthful of blood at 

the same time – mainly it was out of being enraged. 

However, no matter how enraged they were, no one dared to catch on Huang Yueli’s words and even 

those housekeeper who had initially joined in to support them all stared a few more glances before they 

turned around and ran into the Yuan residence. 

Huang Yueli caught a glimpse of this from the corner of her eye, knowing that the housekeeper had ran 

in to divulge this information. 

But she wasn’t too worried about it as she coldly sneered and walked into the inner zone of the Yuan 

residence. 

….. 

In the banquet hall. 

The banquet was almost starting as most of the guests had already arrived. 

To get invited by the Honorary Association was an enormous honour for many so they didn’t dare to be 

late as everyone arrived rather early in the day. 

Yuan Zeyu sat at the main seat, listing to many flattering and fawning voices as his mood turned 

incredibly great. 



The others had thought that he was defeated by the new Senior Brother Li and would be in a bad mood, 

or even become so gloomy but the truth happened to be the exact opposite. 

As the successor of the largest family in Sky Cloud City, he had gotten hold of a top secret and that was 

Celestial Light Academy’s most exceptional genius, the future Sect Master had personally visited 

Celestial Light Academy and moreover, he was the newly arrived Senior Brother Li! 

What kind of status did the Young Sect Master have, and what ability did he hold. To be defeated by 

him, Yuan Zeyu not only did not feel embarrassed, on the contrary, he was jumping for joy for several 

days! 

It was difficult for him to have ever been able to meet someone like Young Sect Master in his entire life 

but now he became a member of the academy, he even had the opportunity to exchange blows with 

Young Sect Master! If he was able to display his strength and attracted Young Sect Master’s attention, or 

even to hug his thigh, that would be a miraculous piece of luck which one couldn’t even begged for! 

The only pity was before he could even display his ace finishing blow and not even being able to take 

one strike from Young Sect Master, he wondered if Young Sect Master would despise him because of 

this? 

But to be able to be defeated by Young Sect Master was a kind of glory, probably plenty of other people 

would envy him! 

Li Xue’er was just standing by his side as her delicate hand personally held on to the wine bottle as she 

poured out wine for Yuan Zeyu before offering the wine cups with both hands to his mouth. 

“Young Master Yuan, Xue’er proposes a toast to you! This is Xue’er’s first time attending such a big 

occasion!” 

Yuan Zeyu smiled pleasantly as he accepted the toast and took the opportunity to caress Li Xue’er’s 

small hand. 

“Xue’er is really considerate!” 

Li Xue’er’s face was filled with bashfulness as she withdrew her hand. 

Yuan Zeyu could tell that it was her scheme to loosen the reins only to grasp them better but towards 

this new female chaperon, he was rather satisfied. 

Although her background was slightly off and her ability was just ordinary, but she was a genius in 

armament refining! 

Originally when Li Xue’er was only a high classed Armament apprentice, Yuan Zeyu couldn’t even be 

bothered about her but this time Master Tang had already let the news out that this disciple of his had 

already reached the standards of a first ranked Armament Master. She only needed to wait for the next 

Armament Guild’s approval to start and she would be able to become a real Armament Master! 

Among thousands of Armament apprentices, only one could ultimately become an Armament Master. 
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Moreover Li Xue’er was still young and would have great prospects for the future. 

In this case, she had barely made it into Yuan Zeyu’s eyes. 

But to fight for the position of Yuan Zeyu’s lawful wife, Li Xue’er had little hope. 

At this moment, a middle aged man hurriedly ran in from the entrance, “Eldest Young Master, bad news, 

bad news!” 

Yuan Zeyu frowned as he felt unhappy. Now that the atmosphere was so good, he came shouting “Bad 

news” so wasn’t this just a huge disappointment? 

“What’s the matter?” 

The housekeeper took quick steps and stood beside him as he lowered his tone, “Eldest Young Master, 

there’s someone at the main entrance causing trouble! Some young lady claiming that she’s a Celestial 

Light Academy student says you had invited her for the banquet but yet was unable to show the 

invitation card. And those guards at the main door were blind enough to not notice her valued status 

and had offended her…. this lady actually directly beat the guards up until they had sustained serious 

injury!” 

“What? How is that possible?” Hearing that, Yuan Zeyu bore a fare of disbelief. 

He was clearest on the ability of his guards. If they were to combine their attacks and strike at the same 

time, even he had to spend an amount of effort to defeat them. 

Was there even a second person who was able to do this? The housekeeper hurried added on, “Eldest 

Young Master, I don’t dare to cheat you! This matter is absolutely true and many others have seen it. 

Even our Yuan residence’s signboard had slanted crooked from her blow!” 

Yuan Zeyu instantly became enraged, “Ridiculous? Even if our Yuan residence’s guards are in the wrong, 

but to even take it out on the signboard, this means that she’s not even giving us face!” 

“Isn’t that so? But for such a well abled lady, her status must be extraordinary. We don’t know how to 

handle this so would Eldest Young Master please tell us what to do.” 

Yuan Zeyu calmed down slightly. On thinking, not knowing what background this kind of genius had and 

if they were to offend her without making any head or tail then they would be on the losing end. 

He then questioned, “What is this person called? What’s her identity? Have all of you asked her?” 

Housekeeper hurried replied, “She only said she was Celestial Light Academy’s student and her name 

was Bai something…..” 

“Surname Bai?” Yuan Zeyu went into a momentarily blank as he couldn’t recall any large influential 

powerhouses with the surname Bai? 

Just at this moment, a loud “Bam” was heard from the banquet entrance! 

Everyone in the banquet hall was shocked as they turned their heads to take a look. 



They could only see the rosewood door at the entrance was kicked opened and a slender figure stood in 

the light, unable to make clear of her looks as they could only see the sun rays from her side that this 

was a slender young lady. 

Just as the crowd went into a blank, the housekeeper was already pointing to her as he shrieked, “Eldest 

Young Master, it’s her, It’s HER! The one who was beating up the guards at the main entrance is her!” 

Yuan Zeyu hurriedly turned over to take a look as he went into a short blank. 

Huang Yueli slowly walked into the banquet hall and when she got closer, the crowd began to see her 

looks clearly. 

The young lady in front of their eyes was wearing a white lined jacket which had pink embroidery flower 

patterns at the bottom and a red flowing dress without any accessories with only a flower shaped pearl 

fixed on the back of her head to pin up her hair. 

As compared to those young ladies who were dressed up to the nineties, her dressing just simple too 

pure and too plain. 

But even so, when her slender waist swayed, she seemed like an elegant, respectable fairy who had 

fallen onto earth as she attracted everyone’s gazes. 

That kind of fresh and pure beauty didn’t require any extra polishing and just merely standing there 

would make anyone unable to forego her existence. 
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Those present were all stunned. 

It was after a while before a sharp piercing voice broke the silence. 

“It’s you——-! Bai Ruoli, how dare you even appear here!” 

Lu Ziyi pounded on the table as she stood up with a cold intent, “What? Now you know what it means to 

be scared? Know that the Honorary Association cannot be offended? Let me tell you, it’s too late! We 

don’t welcome you here so get the hell out! Men, chase her out!” 

The housekeeper hesitantly looked at Lu Ziyi and looked back at Yuan Zeyu, “Eldest Young Master, 

this…” 

He had called out for him several times before Yuan Zeyu regained his senses from being mesmerized! 

The minute he saw Huang Yueli, he felt that his heart had skipped a beat! The young lady in front of 

him….. was simply too beautiful! 

This kind of beauty was not just on the exterior, there was also an invisible form of temperament which 

made her stood out from the others. She was simply one of the most beautiful young lady which Yuan 

Zeyu had ever met in his entire life! 

He was also mesmerized by her for quite a while. 



It was only after the housekeeper’s reminders when he turned around and questioned, “What’s going 

on? This lady, what’s your name? Why have you barged directly into Yuan residence?” 

Before Huang Yueli could answer, Lu Ziyi had already butted in, “Brother Yuan! This wretched lass is the 

one who I told you about several days ago, this year’s new top student! And the one who became the 

top ten students in the Martial Arts Stage, Bai Ruoli! She really put on very huge airs. Brother Yuan you’d 

personally instructed me to send her an invitation giving her so much face! But in the end, she actually 

threw the invitation away! And what’s more, she even hit me!” 

Yuan Zeyu found out her name and muttered to himself irresolutely, “So she is Bai Ruoli… this name is 

really not bad at all…..” 

His voice was so soft that even Lu Ziyi couldn’t hear as she continued to voice out in anger. 

“….. this is simply too much! The Honorary Association had never been humiliated by anyone before, to 

actually disregard the invitation that we had sent out! Now she’s regretting it and actually had the face 

to come and join in the banquet, thinking that things can be evened out like that? Brother Yuan, you 

gotta show her who’s boss here!” 

When Huang Yueli heard that, she gave an icy sneer. 

“Lu Ziyi, your ability is just so so but you really know how to act mighty! Want to show me who’s boss? 

Just based on you? To tell you the truth, the reason for me coming here today is not to join in some 

banquet! I’m here to settle the debt with you!” 

“Settle a debt with me?” Lu Ziyi still had not figured out the situation as she exaggeratedly opened her 

eyes wide and laughed out loud, “This is the biggest joke I’ve heard since the beginning of this year! 

Who do you think you are? Just a new student! So what even if you’ve entered the Martial Arts top ten? 

There are so many Celestial Light Academy talents who have been there and whoever had offended the 

Honorary Association all had no good ending, so you are no exception!” 

“Really?” Huang Yueli shot her an icy glance. 

Lu Ziyi felt a chilly shudder from her icy cold glance and couldn’t help but recall the last time when she 

was taught a lesson by Huang Yueli, to be slapped by her own hands. Until now, she could still feel the 

fiery hot pain on her face. 

Momentarily, she suddenly felt afraid. 

But reversing her thoughts, she was now standing on Yuan residence grounds, the turf for the Honorary 

Association. 

No matter how gutsy Huang Yueli was, would she dare to create trouble here? Would she dare to 

behave atrociously? Unless water leaked into her brains or she had taken a leopard’s guts, otherwise 

she wouldn’t dare to take action here! 
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Thinking about this, Lu Ziyi suddenly felt confidence brewing. 



She laughed coldly as she provocatively raised her head, “That’s right, just wait and see!” 

Huang Yueli’s lips suddenly curled upwards, “Unfortunately, I don’t like to wait!” 

“What do you mean?” Lu Ziyi was stunned. 

The next moment, Huang Yueli’s figure was as fast as lightning as she disappeared from where she was 

standing. 

Lu Ziyi thought she suddenly had vague and unclear vision as she blinked her eyes and when she opened 

it again, Huang Yueli had already appeared in front of her. 

Lu Ziyi turn pale with shock and hurriedly stretched out her hands to defend herself but Huang Yueli’s 

speed was very fat and her attack was extremely strong! 

Before she could even raise her hands, she was already sent flying out by Huang Yueli’s punch right in 

the middle! 

Luckily her seat was right in front of a huge screen and she had directly broke a hole in the screen. But 

due to the buffer, she had not fallen too far away. 

“Heavens! Have I seen wrongly? Bai Ruoli actually struck out!” 

“This…. this cannot possibly be real! There’s actually someone who had dared to beat Lu family’s Young 

Miss up in the middle of an Honorary Association banquet!” 

“Is Bai Ruoli mad? She… how would she dare?” 

The banquet hall was in a state of chaos as shrieks of terror was heard. 

No one had expected such a violent matter to have happened at such an important occasion! 

Besides that, everyone without exception were sweating on behalf of Huang Yueli. Who doesn’t know 

what power the Honorary Association held? To have such slap on their face happening…. how were they 

going to settle this matter? 

Everyone felt that the new top student was finished! 

Song Yaru was also seated among the crowd and as she considered herself to have some relations with 

Huang Yueli, she was extremely anxious at this point of time until her sweat kept sprouting. 

How was she such a courageous person? 

To hit an Honorary Association person at their turf and even though she is right in front of Mister Yuan, 

she continued to slap their faces! 

Although Song Yaru already felt that she was usually very arrogant, but for a matter like this, she had 

not even dared to dream about it! 

Lu Ziyi was totally stunned by Huang Yueli as she used her hand to cover her face, staring unbelievably at 

Huang Yueli. 



Whereas in between her fingers, not only was her nose bleeding, her tears uncontrollably flowed as 

well, cutting a sorry figure. 

Actually Lu Ziyi had not wanted to cry but the place which Huang Yueli had hit was just too sensitive and 

she broke her nose bridge with just one punch so her tears were practically uncontrollable. 

Huang Yueli welcomed her vengeful gaze as she slowly walked closer and overlooked at her from the 

top. 

“You…. you…” Lu Ziyi’s glare was smoking but she was unable to complete a whole sentence at all. 

Huang Yueli slowed said, “Haven’t I told you earlier? I don’t like to wait! So if there’s a feud, I must exact 

it on the spot! In future, don’t make me wait! Do you understand?” 

Lu Ziyi was so humiliated that she wished she could die as she did not even dare to raise her head up. 

As an Honorary Association member, she was well respected everywhere she went in the academy, so 

since when had she ever been humiliated in such a way before! At this moment, she really wished that 

she could dig a hole in the ground and hide in it. 

However, things had not finished. Huang Yueli continued, “This punch is to teach you not to despise 

others. The next punch is to exact revenge for my Senior Sister, Su Qingyue…..” 

Saying that she immediately struck out! 

But this punch didn’t landed on her target. It was instead neutralised by a wave of gentle Profound 

Energy! 

“Miss Bai, this matter…. please let it rest!” 

Not knowing when, Yuan Zeyu had already moved himself in between the two of them. 
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Huang Yueli had not expected Yuan Zeyu to appear like that and couldn’t help but raised her brows. 

Lu Ziyi seemed to have seen her savour as she agitatedly pounced over, forgetting about the pain on her 

face. 

“Young Master Yuan…. Save me… please save me… this wretched lass…. actually dare…. dared to beat 

people at your banquet….. this simply meant that she didn’t even respect you…..” 

Lu Ziyi shouted herself hoarse as she clenched her teeth and stared at Huang Yueli with an extremely 

fierce look! 

Earlier when Huang Yueli had struck out the second time, she was scared until she almost lost half of her 

life! She had thought today she would be embarrassed totally! 

Luckily, Yuan Zeyu saved her just in time. 

The minute she saw Yuan Zeyu, Lu Ziyi became rest assured as a chilly smile appeared on her lips. 



This wretched lass…. it’s the end of her complacency! After this, she would be paying back for her own 

actions! 

What kind of status did Young Master Yuan had. Among the younger generation in Sky Cloud City, no 

one dared to offend him! Now that Huang Yueli dared to beat up his trusted aides at the banquet which 

he personally organised, Young Master Yuan would definitely not swallow down this for nothing! 

( Box novel.c om )   Huang Yueli’s gaze swept towards Yuan Zeyu, “You’re that whatever Young Master 

Yuan?” 

“Fwahhhhhh…..” a wave of shock was heard from below. 

The crowd all gasped with shock as they looked at Huang Yueli. 

She actually dared to use such a disrespectful tone towards Young Master Yuan?! 

Lu Ziyi couldn’t help but laugh coldly. She’s seen people rushing to die but never seen someone so 

desperate before! Young Master Yuan had personally appeared and instead of hurriedly kneeling down 

to beg for mercy, she dared to use such a tone and talk to him? Did she feel that there was not enough 

time for her to die faster? 

Everyone were waiting to see Young Master Yuan blow up in anger. 

But Yuan Zeyu’s reaction was totally out of everyone’s expectations. 

He stared at Huang Yueli for a while and his face broke out into a smile, “That’s right, I’m Yuan Zeyu. 

Miss, you’re this year’s new top student Bai Ruoli right! Seeing for myself is a hundred times better than 

hearing from others! We welcome you to join in today’s banquet.” 

When he said that, the entire banquet hall’s crowd were petrified. 

What situation was this? Instead of getting infuriated, Young Master Yuan spoke to her in such an 

amicable manner? How was that even possible? 

A majority of the crowd bore an expression which didn’t understood why he acted in this way. Only Li 

Xue’er who followed Young Master Yuan throughout the entire duration had a change in expression as 

her fingers clutched tightly onto the handkerchief in her hands. 

Earlier when Huang Yueli walked in, the expression Yuan Zeyu had when he looked at her instantly 

attracted Li Xue’er’s alert and upon seeing this scenario, the danger alert in her heart rang once again! 

It wouldn’t… wouldn’t be what she had thought right?? 

Huang Yueli went into a blank momentarily as she really didn’t expect Yuan Zeyu’s attitude to be that 

well. 

She had initially prepared to fight it out against Yuan Zeyu but this would probably be put off for quite a 

while. 

( Box novel.c om )    Her tone was icy cold as she responded, “Young Master Yuan, I’ve heard of your big 

name! But unfortunately I’m not here to attend some banquet but just here to exact revenge! This Miss 

Lu had beat up my Senior Sister so I’m just taking revenge on her behalf!” 



Seeing that she didn’t appreciate the kindness, Yuan Zeyu still didn’t get angry. Instead he smiled as he 

said, “Miss Bai, you’re too ceremonious. We’re all fellow students so we would never have any 

overnight enmity? Since you’ve already beaten her up, your revenge has also been exacted so why not 

just sit down and enjoy this banquet. Let’s all gather together and have a great night out?” 
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Huang Yueli was slightly surprised as her brows rose, “Since Young Master Yuan is sincerely inviting me, 

then if I don’t join in the banquet, it seems a little too unjustifiable…..” 

Yuan Zeyu complacently smiled. 

He knew that based on his own identity and charm, how was it possible that any young lass would treat 

him as transparent? 

Although this new top student was very arrogant and very overbearing, but she was after all a new 

student so how could she not give him Yuan Zeyu any face? 

However, Huang Yueli immediately added on, “But, that would have to wait till I complete my revenge! 

Would Young Master Yuan kindly step aside and let me finish up my punches so that I can attend your 

banquet?” 

Yuan Zeyu had for an instant, thought that he had heard things wrongly. But when he saw the icy cold 

glare in Huang Yueli’s eyes, he realized that he didn’t hear her wrongly! 

He had already given this young lass such a huge favour, not only did he not take into account of her 

beating up someone at his banquet, and had even taken the initiative to invite her. However Huang 

Yueli totally didn’t intend to step down and had wanted to continue finishing her unfinished business, to 

continue beating up Lu Ziyi!  ( Box novel.c om ) 

Lu Ziyi was initially rather confident that since Yuan Zeyu was already here, Huang Yueli would kneel 

down and beg for mercy. 

Whoever knew that matters would take such an unexpected turn of events and Yuan Zeyu actually 

didn’t blame this wretched lass? 

Lu Ziyi was so angry that she almost went crazy but didn’t dare to jump out and rebuke Yuan Zeyu. Just 

as her heart was toiling over this, Huang Yueli actually said such things! 

Lu Ziyi finally could not hold it in as she screeched, “Wretched lass, you.. what do you want to do? I’m 

telling you, this is the Yuan residence! Do you think you can do as you wish in front of Young Master 

Yuan?” 

Yuan Zeyu’s smile also fell off, “Miss Bai, your unwillingness to forgive puts me in a difficult position! 

Since we’re all schoolmates, what grudges are there which cannot be solved? Why don’t we sit down 

and talk things out instead of beating her up? Moreover, although Junior Sister Lu’s ability is not as good 

as yours, but she is after all the daughter of the Lu family. In her family, there is an eighth stage realm 

peerless expert who is holding the fort! I advise you to think through before you act!” 



Lu Ziyi’s face turned green and white, not believing that Yuan Zeyu actually said such things! 

Although this sounded like persuasion but to say this under the circumstances after Lu Ziyi had been 

beaten up, this was a cry to show her weakness! 

“Brother Yuan, why do you bother to tell this wretched lass such things! She dare to behave atrociously 

at our Honorary Association banquet so that meant that she doesn’t want to live anymore! I must beat 

her until she becomes a cripple!” 

( Box novel.c om )    “Shut your mouth!” Yuan Zeyu turned around and howled at her sternly. 

Hearing Lu Ziyi speaking out at such an unsuitable timing, he was already filled with fury. 

Others didn’t know how much ability Huang Yueli had but Yuan Zeyu had heard from his housekeeper 

that this young lass, at such a tender age, had already defeated seven fourth stage realm guards’ 

combined attacks and causing them to incur a serious injury! 

Yuan Zeyu admitted that when he was at Huang Yueli’s age, he might not even be able to do that! 

This proved that this young lass’s innate talent and power of comprehension was no lesser than his! 

When Huang Yueli’s arrived at the banquet hall, he was surprised once against when they met! He was 

in awe because of her unique temperament and looks! Just one look and he was mesmerized. 

By the time Yuan Zeyu had regained his senses, his heart had already secretly set a determination. 

Only Huang Yueli with such ability and looks was worthy of him! As compared to her, whatever Li Xue’er 

or ladies from the other large families all became passing clouds. 

Chapter 899: Exact revenge, on the spot (5) 

 

Due to the admiration that he had towards Huang Yueli, Yuan Zeyu had no intention to hold her 

accountable for beating up someone. 

Not only did he not hold her accountable, he even invited her to stay for the banquet so that she could 

witness for herself what kind of status did he had among those influential younger generation and 

talents in Sky Cloud City before displaying his own cultivational talent. 

After letting this young lass found out how powerful he was and displaying his feelings for her, 

probably…. This genius young lady from the neighbouring small country around the border would be 

touched by him. 

Yuan Zeyu’s plan was laid out nicely however, he had never expected Huang Yueli to not following 

according to standard procedures. 

He had already said to let this matter rest but not only did Huang Yueli not intended to let matters rest, 

she even continuously struck out! This was simply treating his kind intentions as a donkey’s lungs and 

liver! 



Yuan Zeyu was just feeling infuriated when he heard Lu Ziyi’s wails and howls while dragging his feet and 

he felt impatient as he howled at her. 

“Lu Ziyi, you’d caused this matter yourself! You still have the cheek to say!” 

“I….I…..” Lu Ziyi stared at him in disbelief as her tears rolled down once again! 

She was born with a golden spoon in her mouth and Yuan Zeyu usually treated her with respect and had 

never howled at her even once? Now it was all because of this wretched lass! 

Lu Ziyi’s glare towards Huang Yueli was filled with vengeance, “It’s all because of a wretched lass like 

you! Just wait and see, I will never let you off! I…..” 

Before she could finish her sentence, her voice suddenly stopped! 

With a “Pa” sound, a crisp resounding slap landed on her face! 

Lu Ziyi vomited out a mouthful of blood as two teeth also spurted out from her mouth! 

Huang Yueli stood in front of her as she said coldly, “I told you before, I don’t like to wait! And yet you 

still let me wait…. Looks like I had indeed talked too much earlier!” 

Saying that, she raised her right hand and with a continuous “pa pa pa pa” slapping sound, giving Lu Ziyi 

ten over slaps on her face. 

Not long after, Li Ziyi’s face became so swollen that even her eyes could not open wide, completely 

became a pig head! 

She finally could not stand the humiliation and her eyes rolled back as she fainted. 

Huang Yueli then withdrew her hand and shaking her right hand, she grudging said, “Her face is really 

thick, making my hand painful!” 

The entire banquet hall was filled with dead silence. 

No one had expected that even after Yuan Zeyu had personally came to stop the fight, and even given 

her face to persuade her, she actually struck Lu Ziyi once again and this time, it was even more vicious 

than before! 

She really was…. really gutsy! 

This was simply throwing the Honorary Association’s face onto the ground and stomping on it! No 

matter how much tolerance Young Master Yuan had, he probably wouldn’t forgave her! 

In actual fact, Yuan Zeyu himself was stunned! 

When Huang Yueli struck out earlier, he had already detected it and immediately wanted to do the same 

as earlier, to use his Profound Energy to neutralise the attack. 

But whoever had expected that the speed of Huang Yueli’s attack was too fast and her skills were too 

swift. In a split second, she had dodged and bypassed him, appearing right in front of Lu Ziyi. 



Not only that, at the same time when she struck, she also threw out a fire wall, blocking right in front of 

Yuan Zeyu! 

This fire wall’s might was astonishingly strong. It was congealed using deviant flame and shouldn’t be 

underestimated. Yuan Zeyu had also spent two breath’s time to break through it before he could rush 

over to stop her. 

By then, it was all too late! 

Huang Yueli had already struck Lu Ziyi at lightning speed with ten over slaps, causing Lu Ziyi to faint! 

Chapter 900: Exact revenge, on the spot (6) 

 

In that instance, Yuan Zeyu also didn’t know how he should react! 

He himself had not expected that he really could not stop Huang Yueli! 

After Huang Yueli had finished abusing Lu Ziyi, seeing that she had fainted, she felt appeased as she 

directly threw her aside and stood right up, patted her sleeves as she prepared to leave. 

Everyone’s gazes were stuck on her, looking at her suave exit towards the door! 

Ever since she barged into the banquet hall to the time she started beating up that someone the minute 

they couldn’t talk things through, to when Yuan Zeyu’s appearance failed to obstruct her, and finally 

until her abuse on Lu Ziyi amounted up to only a quarter of an hour! 

This arrogance, egotistical, unexcelled presence was however as free as it could be, and so suave that no 

one could compared with! 

The admiration and envy in everyone’s eyes started flowing out. With such ability and imposing manner, 

who couldn’t help but envy? 

“Wait a minute!” 

Yuan Zeyu called out loudly from behind. 

Everyone’s ears perked up! 

Because everyone had been waiting for Yuan Zeyu’s reaction, not believing that he would really let 

Huang Yueli to create trouble at his banquet and leave without paying any consequences! In that case, 

the number one genius’s face from Sky Cloud City would totally be lost. 

Now, he had finally opened his mouth so how would he deal with Huang Yueli? 

Quite a number of people were secretly discussing and guessing Huang Yueli’s ending. Everyone 

concurred that although Huang Yueli looked very glamorous, but later after the Yuan residence’s top 

experts have taken her down, she would cry on her knees begging for mercy! It was just a moment of 

showing off her bravado only! 

Huang Yueli’s footsteps came to a halt as she turned back and her cold gaze swept towards Yuan Zeyu. 



“Young Master Yuan, is there anything I can do for you?” 

“You…” 

Yuan Zeyu suddenly went speechless, not knowing what to say! 

No one knew that he was fighting in agitation without stop in his heart! 

For the sake of Yuan family and the Honorary Association’s face, he should make a move personally to 

take down this young lass who dared to create trouble at the banquet. Moreover he had to use a more 

vicious way to deal with how she dealt with Lu Ziyi earlier, so that everyone knew that Young Master 

Yuan’s pride would not be violated! 

But in this way, Huang Yueli would definitely became enemies with her and his intention to woo this 

young lass would go down into the drains! 

Moreover, Huang Yueli was able to bypass his obstruction and successfully beat Lu Ziyi until she fainted 

already proved that her ability was much higher than he initially expected. Such a talented genius like 

her with such gorgeous looks, if he missed this chance, he would probably not be able to find a second 

one! Even if there was, it was also those cream of the crop in the large Sects which he cannot hope to 

win….. 

Yuan Zeyu’s thoughts flew past quickly as he spoke out with a steely green face after a little while. 

“Miss Bai, earlier… hadn’t you agreed that you would stay and attend the banquet?” 

When he said that, the crowd present was not just stunned, their jaws simply dropped onto the ground! 

These…. these words really came out from Young Master Yuan’s mouth? 

The way the Honorary Association usually did things was usually arrogant and overbearing and if there 

was an enmity, they would definitely exact revenge for it? Why was it that they had already been 

slapped on the face to this extent but instead of exacting revenge, Young Master Yuan had actually 

invited her to attend the banquet? 

Looking at Yuan Zeyu’s anxious expression, Huang Yueli couldn’t help but laugh. 

“Young Master Yuan, am I hearing things wrong? I have beaten up a member of your Association and 

instead of pursuing matters, you are asking me to stay and attend the banquet? To tell you the truth, I 

really don’t dare to stay because I’m afraid you might put poison in my drink to poison me to death!” 

 


